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ABSTRACT
Real-world datasets are dirty and contain many errors. Examples of these issues are violations of integrity constraints, duplicates, and inconsistencies in representing data values and entities. Learning over dirty databases may result in inaccurate models. Users have to spend a great deal of time and effort to repair data errors and create a clean database for learning. Moreover, as the information required to repair these errors is not often available, there may be numerous possible clean versions for a dirty database. We propose DLearn, a novel relational learning system that learns directly over dirty databases effectively and efficiently without any preprocessing. DLearn leverages database constraints to learn accurate relational models over inconsistent and heterogeneous data. Its learned models represent patterns over all possible clean instances of the data in a usable form. Our empirical study indicates that DLearn learns accurate models over large real-world databases efficiently.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Users often would like to learn interesting relationships over relational databases [17, 19, 29, 36, 48, 54]. Consider the IMDb database (imdb.com) that contains information about movies whose schema fragments are shown in Table 1 (top). Given this database and some training examples, a user may want to learn a new relation highGrossing(title), which indicates that the movie with a given title is high grossing. Given a relational database and training examples for a new relation, relational machine learning (relational learning) algorithms learn (approximate) relational models and definitions of the target relation in terms of existing relations in the database [17, 29, 42, 45, 47, 50]. For instance, the user may provide a set of high grossing movies as positive examples and a set of low grossing movies as negative examples to a relational learning algorithm. Given the IMDb database and these examples, the algorithm may learn:

\[ \text{highGrossing}(x) \leftarrow \text{movies}(y, x, z), \text{mov2genres}(y, \text{'comedy'}), \text{mov2releasedate}(y, \text{'May'}, u), \]

which indicates that high grossing movies are often released in May and their genre is comedy. One may assign weights to these definitions to describe their prevalence in the data according to their training accuracy [36, 50]. As opposed to other machine learning algorithms, relational learning methods do not require the data points to be statistically independent and follow the same identical distribution (IID) [19]. Since a relational database usually contain information about multiple types of entities, the relationships between these entities often violate the IID assumption. Also, the data about each type of entities may follow a distinct distribution. This also holds if one wants to learn over the data gathered from multiple data sources as each data source may have a distinct data distribution. Thus, using other learning methods on these databases results in biased and inaccurate models [19, 36, 48]. Since relational learning algorithms leverage the structure of the database directly to learn new relations, they do not need the tedious process of feature engineering. In fact, they are used to discover features for the downstream non-relational models [40]. Thus, they have been widely used over relational data, e.g., building usable query interfaces [3, 35, 41], information extraction [19, 36], and entity resolution [21].

Real-world databases often contain inconsistencies [10, 15, 18, 23, 24, 28, 53], which may prevent the relational learning algorithms from finding an accurate definition. In particular, the information in a domain is sometimes spread across
Several databases. For example, IMDb does not contain the information about the budget or total grossing of movies. This information is available in another database called Box Office Mojo (BOM) (boxofficemojo.com), for which schema fragments are shown in Table 1 (bottom). To learn an accurate definition for highGrossing, the user has to collect data from the BOM database. However, the same entity or value may be represented in various forms in the original databases, e.g., the titles of the same movie in IMDb and BOM have different formats, e.g., the title of the movie Star Wars: Episode IV is represented in IMDb as Star Wars: Episode IV - 1977 and in BOM as Star Wars - IV. A single database may also contain these type of heterogeneity as a relation may have duplicate tuples for the same entity, e.g., duplicate tuples for the same movie in BOM. A database may have other types of inconsistencies that violate the integrity of the data. For example, a movie in IMDb may have two different production years [15, 23, 53].

Users have to resolve inconsistencies and learn over the repaired database, which is very difficult and time-consuming for large databases [18, 28]. Repairing inconsistencies usually leads to numerous clean instances as the information about the correct fixes is not often available [10, 13, 24]. An entity may match and be a potential duplicate of multiple distinct entities in the database. For example, title Star Wars may match both titles Star Wars: Episode IV - 1977 and Star Wars: Episode III - 2005. Since we know that the Star Wars: Episode IV - 1977 and Star Wars: Episode III - 2005 refer to two different movies, the title Star Wars must be unified with only one of them. For each choice, the user ends up with a distinct database instance. Since a large database may have many possible matches, the number of clean database instances will be enormous. Similarly, it is not often clear how to resolve data integrity violations. For instance, if a movie has multiple production years, one may not know which year is correct. Due to the sheer number of volumes, it is not possible to generate and materialize all clean instances for a large dirty database [23]. Cleaning systems usually produce a subset of all clean instances, e.g., the ones that differ minimally with the original data [23]. This approach still generates many repaired databases [10, 23, 53]. It is also shown that these conditions may not produce the correct instances [34]. Thus, the cleaning process may result in many instances where it is not clear which one to use for learning. It takes a great deal of time for users to manage these instances and decide which one(s) to use for learning. Most data scientists spend more than 80% of their time on such cleaning tasks [39].

Some systems aim at producing a single probabilistic database that contain information about a subset of possible clean instances [49]. These systems, however, do not address the problem of duplicates and value heterogeneities as they assume that there always is a reliable table, akin to a dictionary, which gives the unique value that should replace each potential duplicate in the database. However, given that different values represent the same entity, it is not clear what should replace the final value in the clean database, e.g., whether Star War represents Star Wars: Episode IV - 1977 or Star Wars: Episode III - 2005. They also allow violations of integrity constraints to generate the final probabilistic database efficiently, which may lead to inconsistent repairs. Moreover, to restrict the set of clean instances, they require attributes to have finite domains that does not generally hold in practice.

We propose a novel learning method that learns directly over dirty databases without materializing its clean versions, thus, it substantially reduces the effort needed to learn over dirty. The properties of clean data are usually expressed using declarative data constraints, e.g., functional dependencies, [1, 2, 7, 13, 14, 22–24, 26, 49]. Our system uses the declarative constraints during learning. These constraints may be provided by users or discovered from the data using profiling techniques [1, 38]. Our contributions are as follows:

- We introduce and formalize the problem of learning over an inconsistent database (Section 3).
- We propose a novel relational learning algorithm called DLearn to learn over inconsistent data (Section 4).
- Every learning algorithm chooses the final result based on its coverage of the training data. We propose an efficient method to compute the coverage of a definition directly over the heterogeneous database (Section 4.2).
- We provide an efficient implementation of DLearn over a relational database system (Section 5).
- We perform an extensive empirical study over real-world datasets and show that DLearn scales to and learns efficiently and effectively over large data.

## 2 BACKGROUND

### 2.1 Relational Learning

In this section, we review the basic concepts of relational learning over databases without any heterogeneity [17, 29].

We fix two mutually exclusive sets of relation and attribute symbols. A database schema $S$ is a finite set of relation symbols $R_i$, $1 \leq i \leq n$. Each relation $R_i$ is associated with a set of attribute symbols denoted as $R_i(A_1, \ldots, A_m)$. We denote the domain of values for attribute $A$ as $dom(A)$. Each database instance $I$ of schema $S$ maps a finite set of tuples to every

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Schema fragments for the IMDb and BOM.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMDb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movies(id, title, year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mov2countries(id, name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mov2genres(id, name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mov2releasedate(id, month, year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mov2totalGross(title, gross)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highBudgetMovies(title)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
A ground atom (clause for short) is a finite set of literals that contains exactly one positive literal. A ground clause is a clause that only contains ground atoms. Horn clauses are also called Datalog rules (without negation) or conjunctive queries. A Horn definition is a set of Horn clauses with the same positive literals, i.e., non-recursive Datalog program or union of conjunctive queries. Each literal in the body is head-connected if it has a variable shared with the head literal or another head-connected literal.

Relational learning algorithms learn first-order logic definitions from an input relational database and training examples. Training examples E are usually tuples of a single target relation, and express positive (E+) or negative (E−) examples. The input relational database is also called background knowledge. The hypothesis space is the set of all possible first-order logic definitions that the algorithm can explore. It is usually restricted to Horn definitions to keep learning efficient. Each member of the hypothesis space is a hypothesis. Clause C covers an example e if I ∧ C |= e, where |= is the entailment operator, i.e., if I and C are true, then e is true. Definition H covers an example e if at least one of its clauses covers e. The goal of a learning algorithm is to find the definition in the hypothesis space that covers all positive and the fewest negative examples as possible.

Example 2.1. IMdb contains the tuples movie (10,'Star Wars: Episode IV - 1977', 1977), mov2genres(10, 'comedy'), and mov2releasedate(10, 'May', 1977). Therefore, the definition that indicates that high grossing movies are often released in May and their genre is comedy shown in Section 1 covers the positive example highGrossing('Star Wars: Episode IV - 1977').

Most relational learning algorithms follow a covering approach illustrated in Algorithm 1 [42, 45–47, 54]. The algorithm constructs one clause at a time using the LearnClause function. If the clause satisfies a criterion, e.g., covers at least a certain fraction of the positive examples and does not cover more than a certain fraction of negative ones, the algorithm adds the clause to the learned definition and discards the positive examples covered by the clause. It stops when all positive examples are covered by the learned definition.

Algorithm 1: Covering approach algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Database instance I, examples E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Horn definition H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. \( H = \{ \} \)
2. \( U = E^+ \)
3. while \( U \) is not empty do
   4. \( C = \text{LearnClause}(I, U, E^-) \)
   5. if \( C \) satisfies minimum criterion then
      6. \( H = H \cup C \)
      7. \( U = U - \{ e \in U | H \models I \models e \} \)
8. return \( H \)

2.2 Matching Dependencies
Learning over databases with heterogeneity in representing values may deliver inaccurate answers as the same entities and values may be represented under different names. Thus, one must resolve these representational differences to produce a high-quality database to learn an effective definition. The database community has proposed declarative matching and resolution rules to express the domain knowledge about matching and resolution [5, 7, 9, 13, 24, 26, 32, 33, 51]. Matching dependencies (MD) are a popular type of such declarative rules, which provide a powerful method of expressing domain knowledge on matching values [8, 10, 23, 24, 38]. Let \( S \) be the schema of the original database and \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) two distinct relations in \( S \). Attributes \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) from relations \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \), respectively, are comparable if they share the same domain. MD \( \sigma \) is a sentence of the form \( R_1[A_1] \simeq_{\text{dom}(A_1)} R_2[B_1], \ldots, R_1[A_n] \simeq_{\text{dom}(A_n)} R_2[B_n] \rightarrow R_1[C_1] \approx R_2[D_1], \ldots, R_1[C_m] \approx R_2[D_m] \), where \( A_i \) and \( C_j \) are comparable to \( B_j \) and \( D_j \), respectively, \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), and \( 1 \leq j \leq m \). Operation \( \approx_d \) is a similarity operator defined over domain \( d \) and \( R_1[C_j] \approx R_2[D_j], 1 \leq j \leq m \), indicates that the values of \( R_1[C_j] \) and \( R_2[D_j] \) refer to the same value, i.e., are interchangeable. Intuitively, the aforementioned MD says that if the values of \( R_1[A_i] \) and \( R_2[B_i] \) are sufficiently similar, the values of \( R_1[C_j] \) and \( R_2[D_j] \) are different representations of the same value. For example, consider again the database that contains relations from IMdb and BOM whose schema fragments are shown in Table 1. According to our discussion in Section 1, one can define the following MD \( \sigma_1 \): \( \text{movies[title]} \approx \text{highBudgetMovies[title]} \rightarrow \text{movies[title]} \approx \text{highBudgetMovies[title]} \). The exact implementation of the similarity operator depends on the underlying domains of attributes. Our results are orthogonal to the implementation details of the similarity operator. In the rest of the paper, we use \( \approx_d \) operation only between comparable attributes. For brevity, we eliminate the domain \( d \) from \( \approx_d \) when it is clear from the context or the results hold for any domain \( d \). We also denote \( R_1[A_1] \approx R_2[B_1], \ldots, \)
Thus, for the rest of the paper, we assume that each MD value \([10, 24]\). For example, if attributes according to the database MDs are assigned equal values. A database instance, all values that represent the same data matching method in this paper. We assume that matching do not usually know their exact values. Because we aim at Jon Smith to map the values that refer to the same value to the correct

Definition 2.2. Database \(I'\) is the immediate result of enforcing MD \(\sigma\) on \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) in \(I\), denoted by \((I, I')_{t_1, t_2} \models \sigma\) if

1. \(t_1[A_{1...n}] \approx t_2[B_{1...n}]\), but \(t_1[C] \not\approx t_2[D]\);
2. \(t_1[C] = t_2[D]\); and
3. \(I\) and \(I'\) agree on every other tuple and attribute value.

One may define a unification function over some domains to map the values that refer to the same value to the correct value in the cleaned instance. It is, however, usually difficult to define such a function due to the lack of knowledge about the correct value. For example, let \(C\) and \(D\) in Definition 2.2 contain information about names of people and \(t_1[C]\) and \(t_2[D]\) have values \(J. Smith\) and \(In Sm\), respectively, which according to an MD refer to the same actual name, which is \(Jon Smith\). It is not clear how to compute \(Jon Smith\) using the values of \(t_1[C]\) and \(t_2[D]\). We know that the values of \(t_1[C]\) and \(t_2[D]\) will be identical after enforcing \(\sigma\), but we do not usually know their exact values. Because we aim at developing learning algorithms that are efficient and effective over databases from various domains, we do not fix any matching method in this paper. We assume that matching every pair of values \(a\) and \(b\) in the database creates a fresh value denoted as \(v_{a,b}\).

Given the database \(I\) with the set of MDs \(\Sigma\), \(I'\) is stable if \((I, I')_{t_1, t_2} \models \sigma\) for all \(\sigma \in \Sigma\) and all tuples \(t_1, t_2 \in I'\). In a stable database instance, all values that represent the same data item according to the database MDs are assigned equal values. Thus, it does not have any heterogeneities. Given a database \(I\) with set of MDs \(\Sigma\), one can produce a stable instance for \(I\) by starting from \(I\) and iteratively applying each MD in \(\Sigma\) according to Definition 2.2 finitely many times \([10, 24]\). Let \(I, I_1, \ldots, I_k\) denote the sequence of databases produced by applying MDs according to Definition 2.2 starting from \(I\) such that \(I_k\) is stable. We say that \((I, I_k)\) satisfy \(\Sigma\) and denote it as \((I, I_k) \models \Sigma\). A database may have many stable instances depending on the order of MD applications \([10, 24]\).

Example 2.3. Let \((10, 'Star Wars: Episode IV - 1977', '1977')\) and \((40, 'Star Wars: Episode III - 2005', '2005')\) be tuples in relation movies and ('Star Wars') be a tuple in relation highBudget-Movies whose schemas are shown in Table 1. Consider MD \(\sigma_1\) : \(movies(title) \approx highBudgetMovies(title) \rightarrow movies(title) \approx highBudgetMovies(title)\). Let 'Star Wars: Episode IV - 1977' \(\approx 'Star Wars'\) and 'Star Wars: Episode III - 2005' \(\approx 'Star Wars'\) be true. Since the movies with titles 'Star Wars: Episode IV - 1977' and 'Star Wars: Episode III - 2005' are different movies with distinct titles, one can unify the title in the tuple ('Star Wars') in highBudgetMovies with only one of them in each stable instance. Each alternative leads to a distinct instance.

MDs may not have perfect precision. If two values are declared similar according to an MD, it does not mean that they represent the same real-world entities. But, it is more likely for them to represent the same value than the ones that do not match an MD. Since it may be cumbersome to develop complex MDs that are sufficiently accurate, researchers have proposed systems that automatically discover MDs from the database content \([38]\).

2.3 Conditional Functional Dependencies

Users usually define integrity constraints (IC) to ensure the quality of the data. Conditional functional dependencies (CFD) have been useful in defining quality rules for cleaning data \([15, 22, 23, 30, 53]\). They extend functional dependencies, which are arguably the most widely used ICs \([27]\). Relation \(R\) with sets of attributes \(X\) and \(Y\) satisfies FD \(X \rightarrow Y\) if every pairs of tuples in \(R\) that agree on the values of \(X\) will also agree on the values of \(Y\). A CFD \(\phi\) over \(R\) is a form \((X \rightarrow Y, t_p)\) where \(X \rightarrow Y\) is an FD over \(R\) and \(t_p\) is a tuple pattern over \(X \cup Y\). For each attribute \(A \in X \cup Y\), \(t_p[A]\) is either a constant in domain of \(A\) or an unnamed variable denoted as '-' that takes values from the domain of \(A\). The attributes in \(X\) and \(Y\) are separated by \(||\) in \(t_p\). For example, consider relation mov2locale(title, language, country) in BOM. The CFD \(\phi_1\) : (title, language \(\rightarrow\) country, (\(\cdot\), English \(\|\) \(\cdot\)) indicates that title uniquely identifies country for tuples whose language is English. Let \(x\) be a predicate over data values and unnamed variable '-' where \(a \times b\) if either \(a = b\) or \(a\) is a value and \(b\) is '-' the predicate \(\approx\) naturally extends to tuples, e.g., \('(\text{Bait}', English, USA) \approx ('(\text{Bait}', '-', USA)\). Tuple \(t_1\) matches \(t_2\) if \(t_1 \approx t_2\). Relation \(R\) satisfies the CFD \((X \rightarrow Y, t_p)\) iff for each pair of tuples \(t_1, t_2\) in the instance if \(t_1[X] = t_2[X]\)
> t_p[X], then t_1[Y] = t_2[Y] × t_p[Y]. In other words, if t_1[X] and t_2[X] are equal and match pattern t_p[X], t_1[Y] and t_2[Y]
> are equal and match t_p[Y]. A relation satisfies a set of CFDs Φ, if it satisfies every CFD in Φ. For each set of CFDs Φ, we can
> find an equivalent set of CFDs whose members have a single attribute on their right-hand side [15, 23, 53]. For the rest of the
> paper, we assume that each CFD has a single attribute on its right-hand side.
>
> CFDs may be violated in real-world and heterogeneous datasets [30, 53]. For example, the pair of tuples r_1 : ('Bait',
> English, USA) and r_2 : ('Bait', English, Ireland) in movie2locale violate φ_1. One can use attribute value modifications to repair
> violations of a CFD in a relation and generate a repaired relation that satisfy the CFD [11, 15, 23, 25, 37, 52, 53]. For
> instance, one may repair the violation of φ_1 in r_1 and r_2 by updating the value of title or language in one of the tuples
to value other than Bait or English, respectively. One may also repair this violation by replacing the countries in these
> tuples with the same value. Inserting new tuples do not repair CFD violations and one may simulate tuple deletion using
> value modifications. Moreover, removing tuples leads to unnecessary loss of information for attributes that do not
> participate in the CFD. Modifying attribute values is also sufficient to resolve CFD violations [15, 53]. Thus, given a
> pair of tuples t_1 and t_2 in R that violate CFD (X → A, t_p), to resolve the violation, one must either modify t_1[A] (resp.
t_2[A]) such that t_1[A] = t_2[A] and t_1[X] ≠ t_p[X], update t_1[X] (resp. t_2[X]) such that t_1[X] ≠ t_p[X] (resp. t_2[X] ≠ t_p[X])
or t_1[X] = t_2[X]. Let R be a relation that violates CFD φ. Each updated instance of R that is generated by applying the
> aforementioned repair operations and does not contain any violation of φ is a repair of R. As there are multiple fixes for
each violation, there may be many repairs for each relation.
>
> As opposed to FDs, a set of CFDs may be inconsistent, i.e., there is no any non-empty database that satisfies them
> [12, 15, 23, 53]. For example, the CFDs (A → B, a_1||b_1) and (B → A, b_1||a_2) over relation R(A,B) cannot be both satisfied
> by any non-empty instance of R. The set of CFDs used in cleaning is consistent [12, 15, 23, 53]. We refer the reader to
> [12] for algorithms to detect inconsistent CFDs.

3 SEMANTIC OF LEARNING

3.1 Different Approaches

Let I be an instance of schema S with MDs Σ that violate some CFDs Φ. A repair of I is a stable instance of I that
satisfy Φ. The values in I are repaired to satisfy Φ using the method explained in Section 2.3. Given I and a set of
training examples E, we wish to learn a definition for a target relation T in terms of the relations in S. Obviously, one
may not learn an accurate definition by applying current learning algorithms over I as the algorithm may consider
different occurrences of the same value to be distinct or learn patterns that are induced based on tuples that violate CFDs.
One can learn definitions by generating all possible repairs of I, learning a definition over each repair separately, and
computing a union (disjunction) of all learned definitions. Since the discrepancies are resolved in repaired instances,
this approach may learn accurate definitions.

However, this method is neither desirable nor feasible for large databases. As a large database may have numerous
repairs, it takes a great deal of time and storage to compute and materialize all of them. Moreover, we have to run the
learning algorithm once for each repair, which may take an extremely long time. More importantly, as the learning has
been done separately over each repair, it is not clear whether the final definition is sufficiently effective considering the
information of all stable instances. For example, let database I have two repairs I_1 and I_2 over which the aforementioned
approach learns definitions H_1 and H_2, respectively. H_1 and H_2 must cover a relatively small number of negative examples
over I_1 and I_2, respectively. However, H_1 and H_2 may cover a lot of negative examples over I_1 and I_2, respectively.
Thus, the disjunction of H_1 and H_2 will not be effective considering the information in both I_1 and I_2. Hence, it is not
clear whether the disjunction of H_1 and H_2 is the definition that covers all positive and the least negative examples over
I_1 and I_2. Also, it is not clear how to encode usually the final result as we may end up with numerous definitions.

Another approach is to consider only the information shared among all repairs for learning. The resulting definition
will cover all positive and the least negative examples considering the information common among all repaired
instances. This idea has been used in the context of query answering over inconsistent data, i.e., consistent query an-
swering [6, 10]. However, this approach may lead to many positive and negative examples as their connections to
other relations in the database may not be present in all stable instances. For example, consider the tuples in relations
movies and highBudgetMovies in Example 2.3. The training example ('Star Wars') has different values in different stable
instances of the database, therefore, it will be ignored. It will also be connected to two distinct movies with vastly different
properties in each instance. Similarly, repairing the instance to satisfy the violated CFDs may further reduce the amount
of training examples shared among all repairs. The training examples are usually costly to obtain and the lack of enough
training examples may results in inaccurate learned definitions. Because in a sufficiently heterogeneous database, most
positive and negative examples may not be common among all repairs, the learning algorithm may learn an inaccurate
or simply an empty definition.

Thus, we hit a middle-ground. We follow the approach of learning directly over the original database. But, we also
We represent the heterogeneity of the underlying data in the language of the learned definitions. Each new definition encapsulates the definitions learned over the repairs of the underlying database. Thus, we add the similarity operation, $x \approx y$, to the language of Horn definitions. We also add a set of new (built-in) relation symbols $V_c$ with arity two called repair relations to the set of relation symbols used by the Datalog definitions over schema $S$. A literal with a repair relation symbol is a repair literal. Each repair literal $V_c(x, v_x)$ in a definition $H$ represents replacing the variable (or constant) $x$ in (other) existing literals in $H$ with variable $v_x$ if condition $c$ holds. Condition $c$ is a conjunction of $=, \neq$, and $\approx$ relations over the variables and constants in the clause. Each repair literal reflects a repair operation explained in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 for an MD or violated CFD over the underlying database. The condition $c$ is computed according to the corresponding MD or CFD. Finally, we add a set of literals with $=, \neq$, and $\approx$ relations called restriction literals to establish the relationship between the replacement variables, e.g., $v_x$, according to the corresponding MDs and CFDs. Consider again the database created by integrating IMDb and BOM datasets, whose schema fragments are in Table 1, with MD $\sigma_1: \text{movies[title]} \Rightarrow \text{highBudgetMovies[title]} \rightarrow \text{movies[title]} \Leftarrow \text{highBudgetMovies[title]}$. We may learn the following definition for the target relation highGrossing.

$$\text{highGrossing}(x) \leftarrow \text{movies}(y, t, z), \text{mov2genres}(y, \text{comedy}), \text{highBudgetMovies}(x), x \approx t, V_{x=t}(x, v_x), V_{x=t}(t, v_t), v_x = v_t.$$ 

The repair literals $V_{x=t}(x, v_x)$ and $V_{x=t}(t, v_t)$ represent the repairs applied to $x$ and $t$ to unify their values to a new one according to $\sigma_1$. We add equality literal $v_x = v_t$ to restrict the replacements according to the corresponding MD.

We also use repair literals to fix a violation of a CFD in a clause. These repair literals reflect the operations explained in Section 2.3 to fix the violation of a CFD in a relation. The resulting clause represents possible repairs for a violation of a CFD in the clause. A variable may appear in multiple literals in the body of a clause and some repairs may modify only some of the occurrences of the variable, e.g., the example on BOM database in Section 2.3. Thus, before adding repair literals for both MDs and CFDs, we replace each occurrence of a variable with a fresh one and add equality literals, i.e., induced equality literals, to maintain the connection between their replacements. Similarly, we replace each occurrence of the constant with a fresh variable and use equality literals to set the value the variable equal to the constant in the clause.

**Example 3.1.** Consider the following clause, that may be a part of a learned clause over the integrated IMDb and BOM database for highGrossing.

$$\text{highGrossing}(x_1) \leftarrow \text{mov2locale}(x_1, \text{English}, z), \text{mov2locale}(x_1, \text{English}, t).$$

This clause reflects a violation of CFD $\phi_1$ from Section 2.3 in the underlying database as it indicates that English movies with the same title are produced in different countries. We first replace each occurrence of repeated variable $x$ with a new variable and then add the repair literals. Due to the limited space, we do not show the repair literals and their conditions for modifying the values of constant ‘English’. Let condition $c$ be $x_1 = x_2 \land z \neq t$.

$$\text{highGrossing}(x_1) \leftarrow \text{mov2locale}(x_1, \text{English}, z), \text{mov2locale}(x_2, \text{English}, t), x_1 = x_2, V_{c(x_1, v_{x_1})}, V_{c(x_2, v_{x_2})}, V_{c(x_1, v_{x_1})} \neq x_2, V_{c(x_2, v_{x_2})} \neq x_1, V_{c(z, t)}, V_{c(z, v_z)}, V_{c(t, v_t)}, v_x = v_t.$$ 

We call a clause (definition) repaired if it does not have any repair literal. Each clause with repair literals represents a set of repaired clauses. We convert a clause with repair literals to a set of repaired clauses by iteratively applying repair literals to and eliminating them from the clause. To apply a repair literal $V_{c(x, v_x)}$ to a clause, we first evaluate $c$ considering the (restriction) literals in the clause. If $c$ holds, we replace all occurrences of $x$ with $v_x$ in all literals and the conditions of the other repair literals in the clause and remove $V_{c(x, v_x)}$. Otherwise, we only eliminate $V_{c(x, v_x)}$ from the clause. We progressively apply all repair literals until no repair literal is left. Finally, we remove all restriction and induced equality literals that contain at least one variable that does not appear in any literal with a schema relation symbol. The resulting set is called the repaired clauses of the input clause.

**Example 3.2.** Consider the following clause over the movie database of IMDb and BOM.

$$\text{highGrossing}(x) \leftarrow \text{movies}(y, t, z), \text{mov2genres}(y, \text{comedy}), \text{highBudgetMovies}(x), x \approx t, V_{x=t}(x, v_x), V_{x=t}(t, v_t), v_x = v_t.$$ 

The application of repair literals $V_{x=t}(x, v_x)$ and $V_{x=t}(t, v_t)$ results in the following clause.

$$\text{highGrossing}(v_x) \leftarrow \text{movies}(y, v_t, z), \text{mov2genres}(y, \text{comedy}), \text{highBudgetMovies}(v_x), v_x = v_t.$$
Similar to the repair of a database based on MDs and CFDs, the application of a set of repair literals to a clause may create multiple repaired clauses depending on the order by which the repair literals are applied.

**Example 3.3.** Consider a target relation \( T(A) \), an input database with schema \( \{R(B), S(C)\} \), and MDs \( \phi_1 : T[A] \approx R[B] \rightarrow T[A] \) and \( \phi_2 : T[A] \approx S[C] \rightarrow T[A] \approx S[C] \). The definition \( H : T(x) \leftarrow R(y), x \approx y, V_{x=y}(x, v_x), V_{x=y}(y, v_y), v_z \approx v_y, S(z), x \approx z, V_{x=z}(x, u_x), V_{x=z}(z, v_z), u_x = v_z \). This schema has two repaired definitions: \( H_1^r : T(v_x) \leftarrow R(v_y), v_x = v_y, S(z) \). and \( H_2^r : T(u_x) \leftarrow R(y), S(v_z), u_x = v_z \). As another example, the application of each repair literal in the clause of Example 3.1 results in a distinct repaired clause. For instance, applying \( V_x(x_1, v_x) \) replaces \( x_1 \) with \( v_x \), in all literals and conditions of the repair literals and results in the following.

\[
\text{highGrossing}(v_x) \leftarrow \text{mov2locale}(v_x, \text{English}, z), \\
\text{mov2locale}(x_2, \text{English}, t), V_x(x_2, v_x), v_x = x_2.
\]

As Example 3.3 illustrates, repair literals provide a compact representation of multiple learned clauses where each may explain the patterns in the training data in some repair of the input database. Given an input definition \( H \), the **repaired definitions of \( H \)** are a set of definitions where each one contains exactly one repaired clause per each clause in \( H \).

### 3.3 Coverage Over Heterogeneous Data

A learning algorithm evaluates the score of a definition according to the number of its covered positive and negative examples. One way to measure the score of a definition is to compute the difference of the number of positive and negative examples covered by the definition [17, 47, 54]. Each definition may have multiple repaired definitions each of which may cover a different number of positive and negative examples on the repairs of the underlying database. Thus, it is not clear how to compute the score of a definition.

One approach is to consider that a definition covers a positive example if at least one of its repaired definitions covers it in some repaired instances. Given all other conditions are the same, this approach may lead to learning a definition with numerous repaired definitions where each may not cover sufficiently many positive examples. Hence, it is not clear whether each repaired definition is accurate. A more restrictive approach is to consider that a definition covers a positive example if all its repaired definitions cover it. This method will deliver a definition whose repaired definitions have high positive coverage over repaired instances. There are similar alternatives for defining coverage of negative examples. One may consider that a definition covers a negative example if all of its repaired definitions cover it. Thus, if at least one repaired definition does not cover the negative example, the definition will not cover it. This approach may lead to learning numerous repaired definitions, which cover many negative examples. On the other hand, a restrictive approach may define a negative example covered by a definition if at least one of its repaired definitions covers it. In this case, generally speaking, each learned repaired definition will not cover too many negative examples. We follow a more restrictive approach.

**Definition 3.4.** A definition \( H \) covers a positive example \( e \) w.r.t. to database \( I \) if every repaired definition of \( H \) covers \( e \) in some repairs of \( I \).

**Example 3.5.** Consider again the schema, MDs, and definition \( H \) in Examples 3.3 and the database of this schema with training example \( T(a) \) and tuples \( \{R(b), S(c)\} \). Assume that \( a \approx b \) and \( a = c \) are true. The database has two stable instances \( I_1^r : \{T(u_a, b), R(u_a, b), S(c)\} \) and \( I_2^r : \{T(u_a, c), R(b), S(v_a, c)\} \). Definition \( H \) covers the single training example in the original database according to Definition 3.4 as its repaired definitions \( H_1^r \) and \( H_2^r \) cover the training example in repaired instances \( I_1^r \) and \( I_2^r \), respectively.

Definition 3.4 provides a more flexible semantic than considering only the common information between all repaired instances as described in Section 3.1. The latter semantic considers that the definition \( H \) covers a positive example if it covers the example in all repaired instances of a database. As explained in Section 3.1, this approach may lead to ignoring many if not all examples.

**Definition 3.6.** A definition \( H \) covers a negative example \( e \) with regard to database \( I \) if at least one of the repaired definitions of \( H \) covers \( e \) in some repairs of \( I \).

### 4 DLEARN

In this section, we propose a learning algorithm called **DLearn** for learning over heterogeneous data efficiently. It follows the approach used in the bottom-up relational learning algorithms [42, 44–46]. In this approach, the **LearnClause** function in Algorithm 1 has two steps. It first builds the most specific clause in the hypothesis space that covers a given positive example, called a **bottom-clause**. Then, it generalizes the **bottom-clause** to cover as most positive and as fewest negative examples as possible. DLearn extends these algorithms by integrating the input MDs and CFDs into the learning process to learn over heterogeneous data.

#### 4.1 Bottom-clause Construction

A **bottom-clause** \( C_e \) associated with an example \( e \) is the most specific clause in the hypothesis space that covers \( e \) relative to the underlying database \( I \). Let \( I \) be the input database of schema \( S \) and the set of MDs \( \Sigma \) and CFDs \( \Phi \). The **bottom-clause construction algorithm** consists of two phases. First,
it finds all the information in \( I \) relevant to \( e \). The information relevant to example \( e \) is the set of tuples \( I_e \subseteq I \) that are connected to \( e \). A tuple \( t \) is connected to \( e \) if we can reach \( t \) using a sequence of exact or approximate (similarity) matching operations, starting from \( e \). Given the information relevant to \( e \), DLearn creates the bottom-clause \( C_e \).

Example 4.1. Given example \( \text{highGrossing}(\text{Superbad}) \), database in Table 2, and \( \text{MD} \sigma_2 : \text{highGrossing}([\text{title}]) \Rightarrow \text{movies}([\text{title}]) \Rightarrow \text{highGrossing}([\text{title}]) \Rightarrow \text{movies}([\text{title}]) \). DLearn finds the relevant tuples \( \text{movies}(m1, \text{Superbad (2007)}, 2007) \), \( \text{mov2genres}(m1, \text{comedy}) \), \( \text{mov2countries}(m1, c1) \), \( \text{englishMovies}(m1) \), \( \text{mov2releasedate}(m1, \text{August, 2007}) \), and \( \text{countries}(c1, \text{USA}) \). As the movie title in the training example, \( \text{Superbad (2007)} \), the tuple movies \((m1, \text{Superbad (2007)}, 2007) \) is obtained through an approximate match and similarity search according to \( \sigma_2 \). We get others via exact matches.

To find the information relevant to \( e \), DLearn uses Algorithm 2. It maintains a set \( M \) that contains all seen constants. Let \( e = T(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \) be a training example. First, DLearn adds \( a_1, \ldots, a_n \) to \( M \). These constants are values that appear in tuples in \( I \). Then, DLearn searches all tuples in \( I \) that contain at least one constant in \( M \) and adds them to \( I_e \). For exact search, DLearn uses simple SQL selection queries over the underlying relational database. For similarity search, DLearn uses MDs in \( \Sigma \). If \( M \) contains constants in some relation \( R_i \) and given an MD \( \sigma' \in \Sigma, \sigma' : R_i[A_1,...,A_j] \Rightarrow R_i[B_1,...,B_k] \Rightarrow R_i[C] \Rightarrow R_i[D] \), DLearn performs a similarity search over \( R_i[B_j], 1 \leq j \leq n \) to find relevant tuples in \( R_i \), denoted by \( \psi_{B_j \Rightarrow M}(R_i) \). We store these pairs of tuples that satisfy the similarity match in \( I_e \) in a table in main memory. We will discuss the details of the implementation of DLearn over relational database systems in Section 5. For each new tuple in \( I_e \), the algorithm extracts new constants and adds them to \( M \). It repeats this process for a fixed number of iterations \( d \).

To create the bottom-clause \( C_e \) from \( I_e \), DLearn first maps each constant in \( M \) to a new variable. It creates the head of the clause by creating a literal for \( e \) and replacing the constants in \( e \) with their assigned variables. Then, for each tuple \( t \) in \( I_e \), DLearn creates a literal and adds it to the body of the clause, replacing each constant in \( t \) with its assigned variable. If there is a variable that appears in more than a single literal, we add the equality literals according to the method explained in Section 3.2. If \( e \) satisfies a similarity match according to the table of similarity matches with tuple \( t' \), we add a similarity literal \( s_p \) for each value match in \( t \) and \( t' \) to the clause. Let \( \sigma \) be the corresponding MD of this similarity match. We will also add repair literals \( V_x(x, v_x) \) and \( V_y(y, v_y) \) and restriction equality literal \( v_x = v_y \) to the clause according to \( \sigma \).

Example 4.2. Given the relevant tuples found in Example 4.1, DLearn creates the following bottom-clause:

\[
\text{highGrossing}(x) \leftarrow \text{movies}(y, t, z), x \approx t, V_{x=t}(x, v_x), V_{x=t}(t, v_t), \text{mov2genres}(y, '\text{comedy}'), \text{mov2countries}(y, u), \text{countries}(u, '\text{USA}'), \text{englishMovies}(y), \text{mov2releasedate}(y, '\text{August}', w).
\]

Then, we scan \( C_e \) to find violations of each CFD in \( \Phi \) and add their corresponding repair literals. Since each CFD is defined over a single table, we first group literals in \( C_e \) based on their relation symbols. For each group with the relation symbol \( R \) and CFD \( \phi \) on \( R \), our algorithm scans the literals in the group, finds every pair of literals that violate \( \phi \), and adds the repair and restriction literals to the group. We add the repair and restriction literals corresponding to the repair operations explained in Section 2.3 to the group and consequently \( C_e \) as illustrated in Example 3.1. The added repair literals will not induce any new violation of \( \phi \) in the clause [15, 23, 53]. However, repairing a violation of \( \phi \) may induce violations for another CFD \( \phi' \) over \( R \) [23]. For example, consider CFD \( \phi_3 : (A \rightarrow B, -||-) \) and \( \phi_4 : (B \rightarrow C, -||-) \) on relation
Given literals \( I_1 : R(x_1, y_1, z_1) \) and \( I_2 : R(x_2, y_2, z_2) \) that violate \( \phi_1 \), our method adds repair literals that replaces \( y_1 \) in \( I_1 \) with a fresh variable. This repair literal produces a repaired clause that violates \( \phi_1 \). Thus, the algorithm repeatedly scans the clause and adds repair and restriction literals to it for all CFDs until there is a repair for every violation of CFDs both in the original clause and the ones induced by the repair literals added in the preceding iterations. The repaired literals for the violations induced by other repair literals will use the replacement variables from the violating repair literals as their arguments and conditions.

It may take a long time to generate the clause that contains all repair literals for all original and induced violations of every CFD in a large input bottom-clause. Hence, we reduce the number of repair literals per CFD violation by adding only the repair literals for the variables of the right-hand side attribute of the CFD that use current variables in the violation. For instance, in Example 3.1, the algorithm does not introduce literals \( V_x(z, v_2), V_x(t, v_t) \), and \( v_z = v_t \) and only uses literals \( V_x(z, t) \) and \( V_x(t, z) \) to repair the clause in Example 3.1. The repair literals for the variables corresponding to the left-hand side of the CFD will be used as explained before. This approach follows the popular minimal repair semantic for repairing CFDs [11, 15, 25, 37, 52, 53] as it repairs the violation by modifying fewer variable than the repair literals that introduce fresh variables to the both literals of the violation, e.g., one versus two modifications induced by \( V_x(z, v_1), V_x(t, v_t) \) in the repair of the clause in Example 3.1. Since each CFD is defined over a single relation, the aforementioned steps are applied separately to literals of each relation, which are usually a considerably smaller set than the set of all literals in the bottom-clause. Moreover, the bottom-clause is significantly smaller than the size of the whole database. Thus, the bottom-clause construction algorithm takes significantly less time than producing the repairs of the underlying database.

Current bottom-clause constructions methods do not induce inequality \( neq \) literal between distinct constants in the database and their corresponding variables and represent their relationship by replacing them with distinct variables. If the inequality literal is used, the eventual generalization of the bottom-clause may be too strict and lead to a learned clause that does not cover sufficiently many positive examples [17, 43, 45, 46]. For example, let \( T(x) : \neg R(x, y), S(x, z), y \neq z \) be a bottom-clause. This clause will not cover positive examples such as \( T(a) \) for which we have \( T(a) : \neg R(a, b), S(a, b) \). However, the bottom-clause \( T(x) : \neg R(x, y), S(x, z) \) has more generalization power and may cover both positive examples such as \( T(a) \) and \( T(c) \) such that \( T(c) : \neg R(c, b), S(c, d) \). As the goal of our algorithm is to simulate relational learning over repaired instances of the original database, we follow the same approach and remove the inequality literals between variables. As our repair operations ensure that the arguments of inequality literals are distinct variables, our method exactly emulates bottom-clause construction in relational learning. The inequalities remain in the condition \( c \) of each repair literal \( V_r \) and will return true if the variables are distinct and there is no equality literal between them in the body of the clause and false otherwise. They are not used in learning and are used to apply repair literals on the final clause.

**Proposition 4.3.** The bottom-clause construction algorithm for positive example \( e \) and database \( I \) with \( MDs \Sigma \) and \( CFD \Phi \) terminates. Also, the bottom-clause \( C_e \) created from \( I_e \) using the algorithm covers \( e \).

### 4.2 Generalization

After creating the bottom-clause \( C_e \) for example \( e \), DLearn generalizes \( C_e \) to produce a clause that is more general than \( C_e \). Clause \( C \) is more general than clause \( D \) if and only if \( C \) covers at least all positive examples covered by \( D \). A more general clause than \( C_e \) may cover more positive examples than \( C_e \). DLearn iteratively applies the generalization to find a clause that covers the most positive and fewest negative examples as possible. It extends the algorithm in ProGolem [45] to produce generalizations of \( C_e \) in each step efficiently. This algorithm is based on the concept of \( \theta \)-subsumption, which is widely used in relational learning [17, 43, 45]. We first review the concept of \( \theta \)-subsumption for repaired clauses [17, 45], then, we explain how to extend this concept and its generalization methods for non-stable clauses.

Repaired clause \( C \theta \text{-subsumes} \) repaired clause \( D \), denoted by \( C \subseteq_\theta D \), iff there is some substitution \( \theta \) such that \( C\theta \subseteq D \) [2, 17], i.e., the result of applying substitution \( \theta \) to literals in \( C \) creates a set of literals that is a subset of or equal to the set of literals in \( D \). For example, clause \( C_1 : \text{highGrossing}(x) \leftarrow \text{movies}(x, y, z) \) \( \theta \)-subsumes \( C_2 : \text{highGrossing}(a) \leftarrow \text{movies}(a, b, c), \text{mov2genres}(b, \text{‘comedy’) as for substitution \( \theta = \{x/a, y/b, z/c\} \), we have \( C_1\theta \subseteq C_2 \). We call each literal \( L_D \) in \( D \) where there is a literal \( L_C \) in \( C \) such that \( L_C\theta = L_D \) a mapped literal under \( \theta \). For Horn definitions, we have \( C \theta \text{-subsumes} \) \( D \) iff \( C \models D \), i.e., \( C \) logically entails \( D \) [2, 17]. Thus, \( \theta \)-subsumption is sound for generalization. If clauses \( C \) and \( D \) contain equality and similarity literals, the subsumption checking requires additional testings, which can be done efficiently [2, 4, 17]. Roughly speaking, current learning algorithms generalize a clause \( D \) efficiently by eliminating some of its literals which produces a clause that \( \theta \)-subsumes \( D \). We define \( \theta \)-subsumption for clauses with repair literals using its definition for the repaired ones. Given a clause \( D \), a repair literal \( V_r(x, v_r) \) in \( D \) is connected to a non-repair literal
$L$ in $D$ if $x$ or $v_x$ appear in $L$ or in the arguments of a repair literal connected to $L$.

**Definition 4.4.** Let $V(C)$ denote the set of all repair literals in $C$ that $	heta$-subsumes $D$, denoted by $C \subseteq_\theta D$, iff
- there is some substitution $\theta$ such that $C\theta \subseteq D$ where repair literals are treated as normal ones and
- every repair literal connected to a mapped literal in $D$ is also a mapped literal under $\theta$.

Definition 4.4 ensures that each repair literal that modifies a mapped one in $D$ has a corresponding repair literal in $C$. Intuitively, this guarantees that there is subsumption mapping between corresponding repaired versions of $C$ and $D$. The next step is to examine whether $\theta$-subsumption provides a sound bases for generalization of clauses with repair literals. We first define logical entailment following the semantics of Definition 3.4.

**Definition 4.5.** We have $C \models D$ if and only if there is an onto relation $f$ from the set of repairs of $C$ to the one of $D$ such that for each repaired clause of $C$, $C_r$, and each $D_r \in f(C_r)$, we have $C_r \models D_r$.

According to Definitions 4.5, if one wants to follow the generalization method used in the current learning algorithm to check whether $C$ generalizes $D$, one has enumerate and check $\theta$-subsumption of almost every pair of repaired clauses of $C$ and $D$ in the worst case. Since both clauses normally contain many literals and $\theta$-subsumption is NP-hard [2], this method is not efficient. The problem is more complex if one wants to generalize a given clause $D$. It may have to generate all repaired clauses of $D$ and generalize each of them separately. It is not clear how to unify and represent all produced repaired clauses in a single non-repaired one. It quickly explodes the hypothesis space if we cannot represent them in a single clause as the algorithm may have to keep track and generalize of almost as many clauses as repairs of the underlying database. Also, because the learning algorithm performs numerous generalizations and coverage tests, learning a definition may take an extremely long time. The following theorem establishes that $\theta$-subsumption is sound for generalization of clauses with repair literals.

**Theorem 4.6.** Given clauses $C$ and $D$, if $C \theta$-subsumes $D$, we have $C \models D$.

To generalize $C_e$, DLearn randomly picks a subset $E^{+*} \subseteq E^+$ of positive examples. For each example $e'$ in $E^{+*}$, DLearn generalizes $C_e$ to produce a candidate clause $C_r'$, which is more general than $C_e$ and covers $e'$. Given clause $C_e$ and positive example $e' \in E^{+*}$, DLearn produces a clause that $\theta$-subsumes $C_e$ and covers $e'$ by removing the blocking literals. It first creates a total order between the relation symbols and the symbols of repair literals in the schema of the underlying database, e.g., using a lexicographical order and adding the condition and argument variables to the symbol of the repair literals. Thus, it establishes an order in each clause in the hypothesis space. Let $C_e = T \leftarrow L_1, \ldots, L_n$ be the bottom-clause. The literal with relation symbol $L_i$ is a blocking literal if and only if $i$ is the least value such that for all substitutions $\theta$ where $e' = T\theta$, $(T \leftarrow L_1, \ldots, L_i)\theta$ does not cover $e'$ [45].

**Example 4.7.** Consider the bottom-clause $C_e$ in Example 4.2 and positive example $e' = \text{highGrossing('Zoolander')}. To generalize $C_e$ to cover $e'$, DLearn drops the literal $\text{mov2releasedates(y, 'August', u)}$ because the movie Zoolander was not released in August.

DLearn removes all blocking literals in $C_e$ to produce the generalized clause $C'$. DLearn also ensures that all literals in the resulting clause are head-connected. For example, if a non-repair literal $L$ is dropped so as the repair literals whose only connection to the head literal is through $L$. Since $C'$ is generated by dropping literals, it $\theta$-subsumes $C_e$. It also covers $e'$ by construction. DLearn generates one clause per example in $E^{+*}$. From the set of generalized clauses, DLearn selects the highest scoring candidate clause. The score of a clause is the number of positive minus the number of negative examples covered by the clause. DLearn then repeats this with the selected clause until its score is not improved.

During each generalization step, the algorithm should ensure that the generalization is minimal with respect to $\theta$-subsumption, i.e., there is not any other clause $G$ such that $G \theta$-subsumes $C_e$ and $C' \theta$-subsumes $G$ [45]. Otherwise, the algorithm may miss some effective clauses and produce a clause that is overly general and may cover too many negative examples. The following proposition states that DLearn produces a minimal generalization in each step.

**Proposition 4.8.** Let $C$ be a head-connected and ordered clause generated from a bottom-clause using DLearn generalization algorithm. Let clause $D$ be the generalization of $C$ produced in a single generalization step by the algorithm. Given the clause $F$ that $\theta$-subsumes $C$, if $D$ $\theta$-subsumes $F$, then $D$ and $F$ are equivalent.

### 4.3 Efficient Coverage Testing

DLearn checks whether a candidate clause covers training examples in order to find blocking literals in a clause. It also computes the score of a clause by computing the number of training examples covered by the clause. Coverage tests dominate the time for learning [17]. One approach to perform a coverage test is to transform the clause into a SQL query and evaluate it over the input database to determine the training examples covered by the clause. However, since bottom-clauses over large databases normally have many literals, e.g., hundreds of them, the SQL query will involve long joins, making the evaluation extremely slow. Furthermore, it
is challenging to evaluate clauses using this approach over heterogeneous data [10]. It is also not clear how to evaluate clauses with repair literals.

We use the concept of $\theta$-subsumption for clauses with repair literals and the result of Theorem 4.6 to compute coverage efficiently. To evaluate whether clause $C$ covers a positive example $e$ over database $I$, we first build a bottom-clause $G_e$ for $e$ in $I$ called a ground bottom-clause. Then, we check whether $C \land I \models e$ using $\theta$-subsumption. We first check whether $C \subseteq \theta G_e$. Based on Theorem 4.6, if we find a substitution $\theta$ for $C$ such that $C \theta \subseteq G_e$, and $C$ logically entails $G_e$, thus, $C$ covers $e$. However, if we cannot find such a substitution, it is not clear whether $C$ logically entails $G_e$ as Theorem 4.6 does not provide the necessity of $\theta$-subsumption for logical entailment. Fortunately, this is true if we have only repair literals for MDs in $C$ and $G_e$.

**Theorem 4.9.** Given clauses $C$ and $D$ such that every repair literal in $C$ and $D$ corresponds to an MD, if $C \models I \equiv D$, $C$ $\theta$-subsumes $D$.

We leverage Theorem 4.9 to check whether $C$ covers $e$ efficiently as follows. Let $C^m$ and $G^m_e$ be the clauses that have the same head literal as $C$ and $G_e$ and contain all body literals in $C$ and $G_e$ without any connected repair literal and the ones where all their connected repair literals correspond to some MDs, respectively. Thus, if there is no subsumption mapping between $C$ and $G_e$, our algorithm tries to find a subsumption mapping between $C^m$ and $G^m_e$. If there is no subsumption between $C$ and $G_e$, our algorithm tries to find a subsumption between $C$ and $G_e$. Otherwise, let $C^f \setminus D$ and $G^f \setminus D$ be the set of body literals of $C$ and $G_e$ that do not appear in the body of $C^m$ and $G^m_e$, respectively. We apply the repair literals in $C^f \setminus D$ and $G^f \setminus D$ in $C$ and $D$ and perform subsumption checking for pairs of resulting clauses. If every obtained clause of $C$ $\theta$-subsumes at least one resulting clause of $G_e$, $C$ covers $e$. Otherwise, $C$ does not cover $e$. We note than the resulting clauses are not repairs of $C$ and $G_e$ as they still have the repair literals that correspond to some MD.

We follow a similar method to the one explained in the preceding paragraph to check whether clause $C$ covers a negative example with the difference that we use the semantic introduced in Definition 3.6 to determine the coverage of negative examples. Let $G_e^c$ be the ground bottom-clause for the negative example $e^-$. We generate all repaired clauses of the clause $C$ as described in Section 3. Then, we check whether each repaired clause of $C$ $\theta$-subsumes $G_e^c$ the same way as checking $\theta$-subsumption for $C$ and a ground bottom-clause for a positive example. $C$ $\theta$-subsumes $G_e^c$ as soon as one repaired clause of $C$ $\theta$-subsumes $G_e^c$.

**Proposition 4.10.** Given the clause $C$ and ground bottom-clause $G_e^c$ for negative example $e^-$ relative to database $I$, clause $C$ covers $e^-$ if $\exists$ a repair of $C$ $\theta$-subsumes $G_e^c$.

**Commutativity of Cleaning & Learning:** An interesting question is whether our algorithm produces essentially the same answer as the one that learns a repaired definition over each repair of $I$ separately. We show that, roughly speaking, our algorithm delivers the same information as the one that separately learns over each repaired instance. Thus, our algorithm learns using the compact representation without any loss of information. Let $\text{RepairedCls}(C)$ denote the set of all repaired clauses of clause $C$. Let $\text{BC}(e, I, \Sigma, \Phi)$ denote the bottom-clause generated by applying the bottom-clause construction algorithm in Section 4.1 using example $e$ over database $I$ with the set of MDs $\Sigma$ and CFDs $\Phi$. Also, let $\text{BC}(e, \text{RepairedInst}(I, \Sigma, \Phi))$ be the set of repaired clauses generated by applying the bottom-clause construction to each repair of $I$ for $e$.

**Theorem 4.11.** Given database $I$ with MDs $\Sigma$, CFDs $\Phi$ and set of positive examples $E^+$, for every positive example $e \in E^+$

$$\text{RepairedCls}(e, \text{RepairedInst}(I, \Sigma, \Phi)) = \text{RepairedCls}(\text{BC}(e, I, \Sigma, \Phi)).$$

Now, assume that $\text{Generalize}(C, e', I, \Sigma, \Phi)$ denotes the clause produced by generalizing $C$ to cover example $e'$ over database $I$ with the set of MDs $\Sigma$ and CFDs $\Phi$ in a single step of applying the algorithm in Section 4.2. Give a set of repaired clauses $C$, let $\text{Generalize}(C, e', \text{RepairedInst}(I, \Sigma, \Phi))$ be the set of repaired clauses produced by generalizing every repaired clause in $C$ to cover example $e'$ in some repair of $I$ using the algorithm in Section 4.2.

**Theorem 4.12.** Given database $I$ with MDs $\Sigma$ and set of positive examples $E^+$

$$\text{Generalize}(\text{StableCls}(C), e', \text{RepairedInst}(I, \Sigma, \Phi)) = \text{RepairedCls}(\text{Generalize}(C, I, e', \Sigma, \Phi)).$$

## 5 IMPLEMENTATION

DLearn is implemented on top of VoltDB, volt-db.com, a mainmemory RDBMS. We use the indexing and query processing mechanisms of the database system to create the (ground) bottom-clauses efficiently. The set of tuples $I_r$ that DLearn gathers to build a bottom-clause may be large if many tuples in $I_r$ are relevant to $e$, particularly when learning over a large database. To overcome this problem, DLearn randomly samples from the tuples in $I_r$ to obtain a smaller tuple set $I'_r \subseteq I_r$ and crates the bottom-clause based on the sampled data [45, 46]. To do so, DLearn restricts the number of literals added to the bottom-clause per relation through a parameter called sample size. To implement similarity over strings, DLearn uses the operator defined as the average of the Smith-Waterman-Gotoh and the Length similarity functions. The Smith-Waterman-Gotoh function [31] measures the similarity of two strings based on their local sequence alignments. The Length function computes the similarity of the length of two strings by dividing the length of the smaller string by the length of the larger string. To improve efficiency, we precompute the pairs of similar values.
6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Experimental Settings

6.1.1 Datasets. We use databases shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>#R</th>
<th>#T</th>
<th>#P</th>
<th>#N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMDB</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.3M</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMDB</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.8M</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmart</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>216K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>328K</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Experimental Settings

6.1.1 Datasets. We use databases shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>#R</th>
<th>#T</th>
<th>#P</th>
<th>#N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMDB</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.3M</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMDB</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.8M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmart</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>216K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>328K</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Empirical Results

6.2.1 Handling MDs. Table 4 shows the results over all datasets using DLearn and the baseline systems. DLearn obtains a better F1-score than the baselines for all datasets. Castor-Exact obtains a competitive F1-score in the IMDB + OMDB dataset with three MDs. The MDs that match cast members and writer names between the two databases contain many exact matches. DLearn also learns effective definitions over heterogeneous databases efficiently. Using MDs enables DLearn to consider more patterns, thus, learn a more effective definition. For example, Castor-Clean learns the
Table 4: Results of learning over all datasets with MDs. Number of top similar matches denoted by $k_m$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Castor-NoMD</th>
<th>Castor-Exact</th>
<th>Castor-Clean</th>
<th>DLearn $k_m = 2$</th>
<th>DLearn $k_m = 5$</th>
<th>DLearn $k_m = 10$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMDB + OMDB (one MD)</td>
<td>F1-score</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (m)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMDB + OMDB (three MDs)</td>
<td>F1-score</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (m)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>25.87</td>
<td>285.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmart + Amazon</td>
<td>F1-score</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (m)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLP + Google Scholar</td>
<td>F1-score</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (m)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Results of learning over all datasets with MDs and CFD violations. $p$ is the percentage of CFD violation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>DLearn-CFD $p = 0.05$</th>
<th>DLearn-CFD $p = 0.10$</th>
<th>DLearn-CFD $p = 0.20$</th>
<th>DLearn-Repaired $p = 0.05$</th>
<th>DLearn-Repaired $p = 0.10$</th>
<th>DLearn-Repaired $p = 0.20$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMDB + OMDB (three MDs)</td>
<td>F1-Score</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (m)</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>16.26</td>
<td>26.95</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>12.54</td>
<td>22.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmart + Amazon</td>
<td>F1-Score</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (m)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLP + Google Scholar</td>
<td>F1-Score</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (m)</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>7.04</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>6.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Learning over the IMDB+OMDB (3 MDs) with CFD violations by increasing positive (#P) and negative (#N) examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#P/#N</th>
<th>$k_m = 5$</th>
<th>$k_m = 2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100/200</td>
<td>F1-Score</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (m)</td>
<td>16.26</td>
<td>121.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500/1k</td>
<td>F1-Score</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (m)</td>
<td>72.16</td>
<td>121.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1k/2k</td>
<td>F1-Score</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (m)</td>
<td>50.11</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2k/4k</td>
<td>F1-Score</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (m)</td>
<td>20.12</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Learning over the IMDB+OMDB (3 MDs) dataset while increasing the number of positive and negative (#P, #N) examples (left) and while increasing sample size for $k_m = 2$ (middle) and $k_m = 5$ (right).

following definition over Walmart + Amazon:

```
upcComputersAccessories(v0) ← walmart_ids(v1, v2, v0),
walmart_title(v1, v9), v9 = v10,
walmart_groupname(v1, “Electronics – General”),
amazon_title(v11, v10), amazon_listprice(v11, v16).
(positive covered=29, negative covered=11)
```

The definitions learned by DLearn over the same data is:

```
upcComputersAccessories(v0) ← walmart_ids(v1, v2, v0),
walmart_title(v1, v9), v9 = v10,
amazon_title(v11, v10), amazon_itemweight(v11, v16),
amazon_category(v11, “ComputersAccessories”).
(positive covered=35, negative covered=5)
```

```
upcComputersAccessories(v0) ← walmart_ids(v1, v2, v0),
walmart_brand(v1, “Tribeca”).
(positive covered=8, negative covered=0)
```
Table 7: Results of changing the number of iterations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>$k_m = 5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$d=2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-1 Score</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (m)</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The definition learned by DLearn has higher precision; they have a similar recall. Castor-Clean first learns a clause that covers many positive examples but is not the desired clause. This affects its precision. DLearn first learns the desired clause and then learns a clause that has high precision.

The effectiveness of the definitions learned by DLearn depends on the number of matches considered in MDs, denoted by $k_m$. In the Walmart + Amazon, IMDB + OMD (one MD), and DBLP + Google Scholar datasets, using a higher $k_m$ value results in learning a definition with higher F1-score. When using multiple MDs or when learning a difficult concept, a high $k_m$ value affects DLearn’s effectiveness. In these cases, incorrect matches represent noise that affects DLearn’s ability to learn an effective definition. Nevertheless, it still delivers a more effective definition that other methods. As the value of $k_m$ increases so does the learning time. This is because DLearn has to process more information.

Next, we evaluate the effect of sampling on DLearn’s effectiveness and efficiency. We use the IMDB + OMDB (three MDs) dataset and fix $k_m = 2$ and $k_m = 5$. We use 800 positive and 1600 negative examples for training, and 200 positive and 400 negative examples for testing. Figure 1 (middle and right) shows the F1-score and learning time of DLearn with $k_m = 2$ and $k_m = 5$, respectively, when varying the sample size. For both values of $k_m$, the F1-score does not change significantly with different sampling sizes. With $k_m = 2$, the learning time remains almost the same with different sampling sizes. However, with $k_m = 5$, the learning time increases significantly. Therefore, using a small sample size is enough for learning an effective definition efficiently.

6.2.2 Handling MDs and CFDs. Table 5 compares DLearn-Repaired and DLearn-CFD. Over all three datasets DLearn-CFD performs (almost) equal to or substantially better than the baseline at all levels of violation injection. Since DLearn-CFD learns over all possible repairs of violating tuples, it has more available information and consequently its hypothesis space is a super-set of the one used by DLearn-Repaired. In most datasets, the difference is more significant as the proportion of violations increase. Both methods deliver less effective results when there are more CFD violations in the data. However, DLearn-CFD is still able to deliver reasonably effective definitions. We use $k_m = 10$ for DBLP+Google Scholar and Amazon+Walmart and $k_m = 5$ for IMDB+OMDB as it takes a long time to use $k_m = 5$ for the latter.

6.2.3 Impact of Number of Iterations. We have used values 3, 4, and 5 for the number of iterations, $d$, for DBLP+Google Scholar, IMDB+OMDB, and Walmart+Amazon datasets, respectively. Table 7 shows data regarding the scalability of DLearn-CFD over IMDB+OMDB (3 MD + 4 CFD). A higher $d$-value increases both the effectiveness as well as the runtime. We fix the value $k_m$ at 5. A $d$-value higher than 4 generates a very modest increase in effectiveness with a substantial increase in runtime. This result indicates that for a given dataset, the learning algorithm can access most relevant tuples for a reasonable value of $d$.

6.2.4 Scalability of DLearn. We evaluate the effect of the number of training examples in both DLearn’s effectiveness and efficiency. We use the IMDB + OMDB (three MDs) dataset and fix $k_m = 2$. We generate 2100 positive and 4200 negative examples. From these sets, we use 100 positive and 200 negative examples for testing. From the remaining examples, we generate training sets containing 100, 500, 1000, and 2000 positive examples, and double the number of negative examples. For each training set, we use DLearn with MD support to learn a definition. Figure 1 (left) shows the F1-scores and learning times for each training set. With 100 positive and 200 negative examples, DLearn obtains an F1-score of 0.80. With 500 positive and 1000 negative examples, the F1-score increases to 0.91. DLearn is able to learn efficiently even with the largest training set. We also evaluate DLearn with support for both MDs and CFDs’ violations and report the results in Table 6. It indicate that DLearn with CFD and MD support can deliver effective results efficiently over large number of examples with $k_m = 2$.

7 RELATED WORK

Data cleaning is an important and flourishing area in database research [7, 13, 14, 23, 24]. Most data cleaning systems leverage declarative constraints to produce clean instances. ActiveClean gradually cleans a dirty dataset to learn a convex-loss model, such as Logistic Regression [39]. Its goal is to clean the underlying dataset such that the learned model becomes more effective as it receives more cleaned records potentially from the user. Our objective, however, is to learn a model over the original data without cleaning it. Furthermore, ActiveClean does not address the problem of having multiple cleaned instances.

8 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We investigated the problem of learning directly over heterogeneous data and proposed a new method that leverages constraints in learning to represent inconsistencies. Since most of these quality problems have been modeled using declarative constraints, we plan to extend our framework to address more quality issues.
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A OMITTED PROOFS

Proof of Proposition 4.3:
We show that the algorithm never adds a repair literal that
reverts the impact of a previously added repair literal. This
may happen only if there is a chain of CFDs, such as, $\phi : AC \rightarrow B$, $t_p$ and $\phi' : BD \rightarrow A$; $t'_p$, over relation $R$. Consider
a violation of $\phi$ with two literals $l_1$ and $l_2$ of $R$ in the
input bottom-clause in which the variables associated with
attributes $A$ and $C$ are equal and match $t_p$, but the variables
associated with $B$ are not equal or do not satisfy $t_p$. Let repair
literal $r_\phi$ unify the value of variables in attribute $B$ for a vio-
lation of $\phi$ and set them to a constant if their corresponding
element in $t_p$ is a constant. We show that the repair intro-
duced by $r_\phi$ does not cause a violation of $\phi'$ for literals $l_2$
and $l_1$. Let the values for $A$ in $t_p$ and $t'_p$ be equal or at least
one of them is ‘$\cdot$’. If the variables assigned to attribute $D$ in
$l_2$ and $l_1$ are equal and match $t'_p$, $l_2$ and $l_1$ satisfy $\phi'$ as
the violation of $\phi$ indicate that the variables assigned to attribute
$A$ in $l_2$ and $l_1$ are equal. If the variables assigned to attribute
$D$ are not equal, $l_2$ and $l_1$ satisfy $\phi'$. Now, assume that values
for $A$ in $t_p$ and $t'_p$ are unequal constants. Then, $\phi$ and $\phi'$ are
not consistent. The proposition is proved for longer chains
similarly.

Let $C_r^\phi$ be a repaired clause created by the application of
a set of repair literals $r$ in $C_r$. Application of repair literals
in $r$ correspond to applying some MDs in $C$ or CFDs in $\Phi$
on $I_c$ that creates a repair of $I_c$ such that $C_r^\phi$ covers $e$. Thus,
according to Definition 3.4, $C_r$ covers $e$.

Proof for Theorem 4.6:
Let $\theta$ be the substitution mapping from $C$ to $D$. Let $V^D$ be
a mapped repair literal in $D$ with corresponding literal in $C$ $V^C$
such that $V^C\theta = V^D$. If variables/constants $x$ and $y$ are equal
or similar in $C$, $\theta(x)$ and $\theta(y)$ are also equal in $D$. Thus, $V^C$
and $V^D$ are applied to literals $I^C_1$ and $L^C_2$ and $L^D_1$ and $L^D_2$
such that $I^C_1\theta = L^D_i$, $1 \leq i \leq 2$, and modify the variables in those
literals that are mapped via $\theta$. In our clauses, there is not any
repair literal $V$ whose condition is false. Otherwise, $V$ either
has not been placed in the clause or has been removed from it
after applying another repair literal that makes the condition
of $V$ false. Let $M^C_1$ and $M^D_1$ be the modifications of $L^C_1$ and $L^D_1$
respectively. By applying $V^C$ and $V^D$ on their corresponding
literal, we will have $M^C_1\theta = M^D_1$. Moreover, if $V^C$ replaces a variable $x$ with $v_x$, $V^C$ will also replace $y = x\theta$ with $v_y$
such that $v_y = v_x\theta$. Each repair literal either unifies two variables in
two non-repair literals using fresh (MD applications) or
existing variables (CFD repair by modifying the right-hand
side) or replaces existing variable(s) with fresh ones (CFD
repair by changing the left-hand side). Since equal variables
in $C$ are mapped to equal ones in $D$, the applications of $V^C$
and $V^D$ will result in removing repair literals $U^C$ and in $U^D$
such that $U^CBU^D$.

The unmapped repair literals in $D$ do not modify $\theta$ for the
variables as they are not connected to the mapped non-repair
literals of $D$. Let $C_r$ and $D_r$ be result of applying $V^C$ and $V^D$, respectively. There is a subsumption mapping between $C_r$
and $D_r$ using a substitution $\theta' \subseteq \theta$. $\theta'$ may not have some of
the variables that exist in $C$ and $D$ but not $C_r$ and $D_r$. Thus,
there is a $\theta$-subsumption between the clauses after each
repair. We repeat the same argument for applications of each
repair literals other than $V^C$ and $V^D$ in $C$ and $D$ and also
every repair literal in every resulting repairs of $C$ and $D$, such
as $C_r$ and $D_r$. As there are $\theta$-subsumption between every
repair of $C$ and some repair of $D$, according to the definition
of logical entailment for clauses with repair literals, $C \models D$. 
Proof for Proposition 4.8:
Since we drop each literal in a clause with its repair literals, it corresponds to dropping the repairs of this literal in each repaired version of the clause during its generalization over its corresponding clean database. Thus, according to Theorem 4.6, the proof is similar to the one of Theorem 3 in [45].

Proof for Theorem 4.9:
Let C and D be the set of repaired clauses for C and D, respectively. According to definition of logical entailment for clauses with repair literals, for each C_e \in C, there is a D_e \in D such that C_e \models D_e. Since C_e and D_e do not have any repair literal, there is a substitution mapping \theta_e such that C_e \theta_e \subseteq D_e. Let C_o and D_o be clauses where the application of a single repair literal result in producing C_r and D_r. We show that for each C_o there is a D_o such that there is a substitution mapping \theta_o between C_o and D_o. C_r and D_r are defined over the same database with the same set of constraints and we add similarity literal(s) to clauses during the process of (ground) bottom-clause construction if they satisfy the application of an MD. For every pair of literals L_1 and L_2 in C_r, if they satisfy the left-hand side of an MD, there are repair literals to apply the MD in C for these literals. The same is true in D_r and D. If the repair applied on C_o is due to an MD, as \theta_o preserves similarity and equality between variables, there is a D_o for D_r such that the repair applied on D_o must also be according to an MD. Also, we do not have a CFD and MD that share their left-hand side as MDs are defined over distinct relations. Let \nu_j(x_j, v_{j}, y_{j}), \nu_j(x_j, v_{j}, y_{j}), 1 \leq j \leq 2 be the repair literals that modify C_o and D_o to C_r and D_r. The mapping \theta_o maps v_{j} to v_{j}. If variables x_j and y_j do not appear in C_r and D_r, we add new mappings from x_j to y_j to theta to get subsumption mapping theta to C_o and D_o. Otherwise, x_1 and x_2 and y_1 and y_2 appear in similarity literals in C_r and D_r, respectively. Thus, they are mapped using theta. Thus, there is a subsumption mapping between C_o and D_o in both cases.

Proof for Proposition 4.10:
According to Theorem 4.6, if s_C \theta-subsumes G_{e^-}, C covers e^- relative to I based on Definition 3.6.

Proof for Theorem 4.11:
Without loss of generality, assume that all learned definitions contain one clause. Let J = RepairedInst(I, \Sigma, \Phi) = \{ J_1, \ldots, J_n \}. We show that BC(I, e, \Sigma, \Phi) = C is a compact representation of BC(J, e) = \{ C_1, \ldots, C_n \}.

Let RepairedCls(C) = \{ C_1, \ldots, C_n \}. We remove the literals that are not head-connected in each clause in \{ C_1, \ldots, C_n \}. Let \{ f_{C_1}^1, \ldots, f_{C_n}^m \} be the canonical database instances of \{ C_1, \ldots, C_n \} [2]. This set is the same set as the one generated by applying RepairedInst(I^C, \Sigma, \Phi), where I^C is the canonical database instance of C.

Let \{ f_{C_1}^1, \ldots, f_{C_n}^m \} be the canonical database instances of \{ C_1, \ldots, C_n \}. By definition, I^C contains all tuples that are related to e, either by exact or similarity matching (according to MDs in 2). Because RepairedInst(I^C, \Sigma) = \{ f_{C_1}^1, \ldots, f_{C_n}^m \}, all tuples that may appear in an instance in \{ f_{C_1}^1, \ldots, f_{C_n}^m \} must also appear in an instance in \{ f_{C_1}^1, \ldots, f_{C_n}^m \}.

A tuple t may appear in an instance in \{ f_{C_1}^1, \ldots, f_{C_n}^m \}, but not appear in the corresponding instance \{ f_{C_1}^1, \ldots, f_{C_n}^m \}. In this case, t became disconnected from training example e when generating the repair J_i, which is a superset of \{ f_{C_i}^1 \}. Then, when building bottom-clause C_i from J_i, a literal was not created for t. However, the same tuple would also become disconnected from training example e in \{ f_{C_i}^1 \}. Because we remove literals that are not head-connected in each clause in \{ C_1, \ldots, C_n \}, we would remove t from C_i.

Let R(x, y, z) and R(x, y') be a violation of CFD (X \rightarrow A, t_p) in the bottom-clause generated by our algorithm. Each constant or variables in these literal remains unchanged in at least one application of the repair literals. Thus, if these literals are connected to the positive example e in at least one of the repairs of I they will appear in the generated bottom-clause of our algorithm. Also, if they appear in the produced bottom-clause, they must appear at least in one of the repairs of J.

The sets of canonical database instances \{ f_{C_1}^1, \ldots, f_{C_n}^m \} and \{ f_{C_1}^1, \ldots, f_{C_n}^m \} are both generated using the function RepairedInst with the same dependencies \Sigma and \Phi, and contain only tuples related to e. Therefore, (C) = \{ C_1, \ldots, C_n \} is equal to \{ C_1, \ldots, C_n \}.

Proof for Theorem 4.12:
We prove the theorem for the MDs. The proof for CFDs is done similarly. Let J = RepairedInst(I, \Sigma). We show that the clause Generalize(C, I, e', \Sigma) = C' is a compact representation of Generalize(C, I, e') = \{ C_1', \ldots, C_n' \}, i.e.

RepairedCls(C') = \{ C_1', \ldots, C_n' \}.

Assume that the schema is R = \{ R_1(A, B), R_2(B, C) \} and we have MD \phi : R_1[B] \Rightarrow R_2[B] \Rightarrow R_3[B] \Rightarrow R_4[B]. This proof generalizes to more complex schemas. Assume that database instance I contains tuples R_1(a, b), R_2(b', c), and R_3(b'', d), and that \( b \approx b' \) and \( b \approx b'' \). Then, bottom-clause C has the form

\[
\text{T}(u) \leftarrow L_1' \ldots, L_{n-1}'
\]

\[
R_1(a, b), R_2(b', c), V(b, x_1, V(b', x_{1'}), x_b = x_{1'}
\]

\[
R_2(b'', d), V(b, y_b), V(b'', y_{b''}, y_b = y_{b''}
\]

\[
L_k' \ldots, L_n',
\]

where \( L_k', 1 \leq k \leq n, \) is a literal.
Now consider two stable instances generated by $\text{RepairedInst}(I, \Sigma)$: The generalization operations $\text{Generalize}(C, I, e', \Sigma)$ and $\text{Generalize}(C, J, e')$ consist of removing blocking literals from $C$ and $C$ respectively. We have shown that the same literals are blocking over both the clauses. Therefore, $\text{RepairedCls}(C^*) = \{C_1^*, \ldots, C_n^*\}$.

We want to generalize $C_1$ to cover another training example $e'$. Let $G_{e'}$ be the ground bottom-clause for $e'$ and $G_{e'}^*$ be a repaired clause of $G_{e'}$. The literals in $C_1$ that are blocking will depend on the content of the ground bottom-clause $G_{e'}$. Assume that the sets of literals $\{L_1, \ldots, L_n\}$ in clause $C$ and the set of literals $\{L_1', \ldots, L_n'\}$ in clauses $C_1$ and $C_2$ are equal.

We consider the following cases for the literals that are not equal. The same cases apply when we want to generalize any other clause generated from a repaired instance, e.g., $C_2$.

Case 1: $G_{e'}^*$ contains the literals $R_1(a, x_b)$ and $R_2(x_b, c)$. In this case, $R_1(a, x_b)$ and $R_2(x_b, c)$ are not blocking literals, i.e., they are not removed from $C_1$. $G_{e'}$ also contains literals $R_1(a, b), R_2(b', c), V(b, x_b), V(b', x_{b'})$. Therefore, the same literals are not blocking literals in $C$ either.

Case 2: $G_{e'}^*$ contains literals with same relation names but not the same pattern. Assume that $G_{e'}^*$ contains the literals $R_1(a, b)$ and $R_2(d, c)$, i.e., they do not join. In this case, literal $R_2(x_b, c)$ in $C_1$ is a blocking literal because it joins with a literal that appears previously in the clause, $R_1(a, x_b)$. Hence, it is removed. $G_{e'}$ also contains literals $R_1(a, b)$ and $R_2(d, c)$. Because in clause $G_{e'}^*$, created from the repaired instance, these literals do not join, in $G_{e'}$ they do not join either. In this case, the blocking literals in $C$ are $V(b, x_b), V(b', x_{b'})$, $x_b = x_{b'}$, $R_2(b', c)$.

Case 3: $G_{e'}^*$ contains $R_1(a, x_b)$, but not $R_2(x_b, c)$. In this case, literal $R_2(x_b, c)$ is a blocking literal in $C_1$. Therefore, it is removed. $G_{e'}$ also contains literals $R_1(a, b)$ and $V(b, x_b), V(b', x_{b'})$, $x_b = x_{b'}$, but not $R_2(b', c)$. Therefore, literal $R_2(b', c)$ in $C$ is also blocking and it is removed.

Case 4: $G_{e'}^*$ contains $R_2(x_b, c)$, but not $R_1(a, x_{b'})$. This case is similar to the previous case.

Case 5: $G_{e'}^*$ contains neither $R_1(a, x_b)$ nor $R_2(x_b, c)$. In this case, both $R_1(a, x_b)$ and $R_2(x_b, c)$ are blocking; hence they are removed. $G_{e'}$ does not contain literals $R_1(a, b), R_2(b', c), V(b, x_b), V(b', x_{b'})$, $x_b = x_{b'}$. Hence, these literals are also blocking literals in $C$ and are removed.